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Abstract

In this paper, neutral particles in DIII-D are studied via their compression in the plenum and via particle exhaust.

The compression of gas in the plena is examined in terms of the magnetic ®eld con®guration and wall conditions. DIII-

D compression ratios are observed in the range from 1 to P 1000. Particle control ultimately depends on the exhaust of

neutrals via plenum or wall pumping. Wall pumping or outgassing is calculated by means of a detailed particle balance

throughout individual discharges, and its e�ect on particle control is discussed. It is demonstrated that particle control

through wall conditioning leads to lower normalized densities. A two-region model shows that the gas compression

ratio (Cdiv� divertor plenum neutral pressure/torus neutral pressure) can be interpreted in relation to gas ¯ows in the

torus and divertor including the pumping speed of the plenum cryopumps, plasma pumping, and the pumping or

outgassing of the walls. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Tokamaks and internal combustion engines are

similar in that they both take in gas, heat it to high

temperatures and pressures, and subsequently exhaust

the hot gasses. In a tokamak, the divertor acts as the

exhaust manifold, and its e�ciency is key to tokamak

particle control.

An e�cient divertor is one in which fuel particles that

leave the plasma are locally isolated and neutralized in a

manner that allows for dissipation of their heat and also

their removal from the vessel. An important subsidiary

condition is that minimal impurities ¯ow from the di-

vertor region back into the plasma. Enormous progress

has been made in recent years in understanding and

creating e�cient divertors [1]. A measure of this progress

is the degree to which the divertors isolate the neutrals

¯owing out of the plasma. A factor characterizing this

isolation is the ratio of the divertor to the torus plenum

pressures called the neutral compression factor, Cdiv

[2,3]. The compression factor can be related to other

neutrals ¯ows (Section 5).

Particle control depends on particle exhaust via di-

vertor and wall pumping. Wall equilibration times in

existing tokamaks are of the same magnitude or longer

than discharge times, and so can act as sources or sinks

for neutral particles. This is particularly true of to-

kamaks such as DIII-D which have carbon wall tiles and

practice extensive wall conditioning. Wall pumping

(outgassing) changes with time during discharges can be

calculated by the use of a global gas balance [4±6]

Qwall � QS
wall � QD

wall

� QD
ext � QS

ext

� �ÿ Qcryo � dNi

dt
� dN0

dt

� �
; �1�

where the S superscript represents the main chamber

scrape-o� layer (SOL) and the D superscript represents

the divertor. The Qext and Qcryo terms represent external
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gas inputs and divertor cryopump outputs (Torr-`=s).

The terms dNi=dt and dN0=dt are the rates of change of

the plasma and plenum particle and gas inventories,

respectively. These terms are usually small during the

steady-state portion of the pulse, and are calculated by

assuming Ni � Ne. The sign convention is such that

Qwall > 0 implies a pumping wall. This convention is

used throughout the paper for the wall term, and the gas

¯ows are expressed in Torr-`=s, with one Torr-` equal to

�7 ´ 1019 atoms. It is informative to compare Qwall with

the divertor exhaust rate Qcryo to determine the mecha-

nism responsible for particle exhaust. If Qwall is negative

(wall outgassing) and larger than Qcryo, increasing plas-

ma density can lead to discharge termination.

Section 2 gives a brief discussion of the experimental

arrangement of pumps and diagnostics. Section 3 gives

the results of DIII-D measurements. Section 4 presents

the results of wall conditioning on density limits. Sec-

tion 5 discusses the compression ratio, and Section 6

summarizes the results.

2. Experimental arrangement and diagnostics

DIII-D has both upper and lower divertors, which

have associated pumping chambers (plena) and cry-

opumps with pumping speeds of �35 k`=s at 10ÿ3 Torr

plenum pressure. Pump locations are shown in Fig. 1.

The lower divertor is not tightly ba�ed (open divertor)

while the upper divertor is more tightly ba�ed (closed

divertor) [7,8]. The torus is pumped by turbopumps with

a pumping speed of 7:5 k`=s. The pumping speed of the

plasma is much larger, and so the e�ect of the turbo-

pumps on the neutral population can be neglected dur-

ing a discharge.

There are fast-time-response (s � 1 ms) ionization

gauges located in the upper and lower divertor plena

[9,10] and on the torus midplane (Fig. 1). These gauges

are shielded to eliminate the e�ects of direct bombard-

ment by plasma particles and ultraviolet light. The

gauge sensitivities are calibrated in situ (as a function of

pressure and magnetic ®eld) in relation to magnetically

shielded MKS capacitance manometers (MKS Instru-

ments Inc., Andover, MA, USA) located in the torus

and the upper divertor plenum.

Data for the calculation of the particle balance are

obtained from calibrated gas valves, interferometer data

for the plasma density, and neutral beam power which

gives the beam fueling rate �QNBI�Torrÿ `=s� �
2:2� PNBI�MW��.

The walls of the divertor chamber are constructed of

carbon tiles. In DIII-D, only the outer legs of the sep-

aratrix are pumped, and the inner legs are exhausted

back into the divertor plasma. Access to the plena is

restricted at the throat, as shown in Fig. 1. The plenum

throat apertures are toroidally symmetric and have

vertical heights of 2.7 and 3.9 cm for the lower and

upper plena, respectively. Measurements [7] made by

moving the strike point of the outer separatrix leg rela-

tive to the plenum throats show that the divertor plenum

pressures can be varied by factors of �3±7. There are

usually several minutes of helium glow discharge

cleaning between tokamak discharges [11].

3. Measurements of neutral particle compression ratios

and pumping in DIII-D

Typical compression ratios in diverted H-mode dis-

charges are shown in Fig. 2. During divertor operation,

pressures in the divertor plena are typically a maximum

of a few milliTorr and pressures at the torus midplane

vary from a few times 10ÿ5 Torr down to the low 10ÿ7

Torr range. In `pu�-and-pump' [12,13] discharges,

Fig. 2(a), neutrals are introduced and ionized in the

upper divertor and allowed to ¯ow (as ions) along the

separatrix into the opposite divertor, entraining impu-

rities in the ¯ow. After 1.3 s, this discharge enters the

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional drawing of DIII-D showing the posi-

tions of the cryopumps in the upper and lower plena and the

locations of the fast ionization (ASDEX) gauges.
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ELMing H-mode regime and the compression ratio is

�150.

The highest compression ratios are found in low-

density, ECH discharges. The middle trace of Fig. 2

shows that the compression ratio can reach values larger

than 1000. This is mainly due to the low pressure at the

torus midplane (<10ÿ6 Torr). Two large ELMs occur

around 2.2 s which result in noise spikes on the torus

pressure gauge and cause the compression ratio to go o�

scale.

By changing the magnetic con®guration during a

discharge, it is possible to move from an inner-wall-

limited non-divertor discharge to an upper-single-null

diverted discharge. The results are shown in the lower

traces of Fig. 2. The magnetic con®guration is inner-

wall-limited until 2.5 s, whereafter it is changed to up-

per-single-null. In the initial inner-wall-limited phase the

compression is near one. There is a large transient at 2.5

s as the con®guration is changed, whereafter the com-

pression ratio is around 100.

The wall pumping rates and inventories for the dis-

charges shown in Fig. 2 are plotted in Fig. 3. During

pu� and pump discharges (top traces of Fig. 3), the wall

acts as a sink of neutrals during the ®rst half of this

discharge, but half way through the discharge it transi-

tions to negative values and acts as a net particle source.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the wall source rates (solid curves ± Torr-`/s) and the gas inventory (dashed curves ± integral of the wall source

rates ± Torr-`) for three discharges shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Compression ratios (ratio of the divertor plenum pres-

sure to the torus midplane pressure) in diverted ELMing DIII-

D H-mode discharges. The top curve (a) is for `pu� and pump'

discharges in which gas is introduced in the upper divertor re-

gion and exhausted in the opposite (lower single-null) divertor.

The middle curve (b) is for a low density, lower-single-null di-

vertor discharge (ne < 1019 mÿ3) heated by ECH and neutral

beam injection. The lower curve (c) is for a discharge that was

not diverted up to 2500 ms and then moved to an upper-single-

null diverted discharge whereupon it transitioned to the H-

mode.
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The net neutral inventory at the end of the discharge is

zero. For the ECH discharge (middle traces of Fig. 3)

the walls pump during feedback-controlled gas injection,

as indicated by positive excursions in the wall gas ¯ow

rate. There is a net accumulation of neutrals in the walls

throughout this discharge. The lower solid trace in

Fig. 3 shows that the walls are a net sink of particles in

the inner-wall-limited phase and a net source in the di-

vertor phase. By the end of the discharge the net change

in wall inventory is slightly negative.

In relation to particle exhaust control, the balance

between wall and cryopump gas ¯ows is shown in Fig. 4,

which plots the ratio Qwall/Qplena for the discharges of

Figs. 2 and 3. Cryopump ¯ows dominate if the data lie in

the shaded regions (i.e. within the �1 bands). For ratios

greater than one, wall pumping gas ¯ows are larger than

¯ows to the cryopumps, and for ratios less than one, wall

outgassing dominates. Using the previous convention,

positive values indicate wall pumping and negative val-

ues indicate wall outgassing. During the initial phase of

all three discharges wall pumping is largest, but later in

the discharges the data have more of a tendency to lie

within the �1 band limits of cryopump-dominated ¯ow,

indicating that particle exhaust is controlled.

4. Particle control through wall conditioning

The attainment of quasi-steady-state advanced to-

kamak modes requires [14] control of the particle density

so as to reach lower values of the plasma density (ne/

nGreenwald). Current drive experiments also require low

density plasmas. This in turn requires that wall outgas-

sing be controlled. Fig. 5 shows the minimum ratio of ne/

nGreenwald as a function of the net change in the wall in-

ventory at the end of each discharge [computed by in-

tegrating Qwall] for a number of H-mode and L-mode

discharges. Here nGreenwald is given by the Greenwald

density limit scaling [15] and is a useful reference point

when comparing discharges with di�erent plasma cur-

rents and shapes. Each symbol type represents dis-

charges which occurred on the same run day. The arrows

indicate the trend of the net change in wall inventory

after each discharge during the course of each day. Fig. 5

shows that as each run day progressed, discharges

moved in the direction of the positive x-axis, i.e.

`strongly' outgassing discharges evolved to `weakly'

outgassing discharges and `weakly' pumping discharges

evolved to `strongly' pumping discharges. The absolute

location of the zero point for each run day is uncertain

because of the subtraction of large quantities in Eq. (1).

However, the relative trend on each run day is clear.

Thus, during each day's run the walls become better

conditioned and tend more toward acting as a getter.

The group of H-mode points for which the wall is well

conditioned and acts as a pump reaches the lowest values

of ne/nGreenwald. This observation underscores the point

that the walls must be strongly pumping to achieve the

lowest ne/nGreenwald � 0.27 for the upper-single-null dis-

charges. In comparison, the lowest ne/nGreenwald � 0.22 in

lower-single-null discharges also occurred after extensive

wall conditioning with the divertor cryopump [4]. The L-

mode points have the lowest ne/nGreenwald due to lower

values of the particle con®nement time, sp.

5. Discussion of the compression ratio

The compression ratio Cdiv is easily experimentally

determined and is generally considered to be a measure

Fig. 4. Ratio of Qwall/Qplena for the three discharges shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. For data lying within the shaded bands of �1,

¯ows to the cryopumps are larger than ¯ows to the walls. For

data outside the �1 bands, the opposite is true. Positive data

values indicate that the wall is a net particle sink and negative

values indicate that the wall is a net particle source.

Fig. 5. Minimum value of ne/nGreenwald versus the net change in

wall inventory (Qwall). Open circles indicate L-mode discharges

with lower values of sp. Arrows indicate progression of data

points during a day's run.
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of the e�ectiveness of a divertor. However the discussion

below shows that it depends on a number of quantities

some of which are not measured, which cloud the in-

terpretation. The neutral compression ratio depends not

only on how e�ciently the divertor screens neutrals from

the main chamber, but also on the wall conditions. To

assess this relationship, a two-region ¯ow model is

adopted with neutral ¯ows as indicated schematically in

the diagram below.

The neutral particle balance equations are

dNS
o =dt � SS

rec � QDS ÿ QSD ÿ QS
wall ÿ nS

e P D
0 hrmiSeiiV

S=T S
0 ;

�2�
dND

o =dt � SD
rec � QSD ÿ QDS ÿ QD

wall

ÿ nD
e P D

0 hrmiDeiiV
D=T D

0 ÿ Qcryo: �3�

In these relations, external gas inputs and ion±electron

recombination are neglected for simplicity. The Srec

terms represent source terms for neutral particles, i.e.

recycling of the plasma ¯ux at material boundaries. The

QSD and QDS terms represent neutral transport between

the two chambers, the Qwall terms represent pumping of

neutrals at the material boundaries and the neP0ármñeiiV/

T0 terms represent electron impact ionization of neutrals

in each chamber, where ne is the electron density, P0 the

neutral pressure, ármñeii the electron impact ionization

rate, V the chamber volume, and T0 the neutral tem-

perature. There is an additional loss term in the divertor

due to neutrals which are exhausted by the cryopump,

Qcryo�ScryoPplenum where Scryo is the pumping speed and

Pplenum the plenum neutral pressure.

By substituting for Qcryo, assuming steady-state, rec-

ognizing that QDS?QSD (neutrals leak out of the di-

vertor to the main chamber), rearranging terms in the

equations and dividing Eq. (3) by Eq. (2), the following

relation is derived for the neutral compression ratio:

Cdiv � Pplenum

P S
0

�
SD

rec ÿ QDS ÿ QD
wall ÿ nD

e P D
0 hrmiDeiiV

D=T D
0

� �
SS

rec � QDS ÿ QS
wall

ÿ �
� T S

0

nS
e hrmiSeiiV SScryo

: �4�

There is direct evidence for the inverse dependence of

Cdiv on Scryo. When the cryopumps were warmed be-

tween DIII-D H-mode discharges, Cdiv increased by a

factor of 2.

One goal of a divertor is to minimize QDS. In the limit

of a `good' divertor design, QDS < Qcryo and can be

neglected in the numerator of Eq. (4). Also if `pumping'

wall conditions are assumed in the main chamber,

SS
rec � QS

wall, then QDS the dominant term in the denom-

inator of Eq. (4). For these idealized conditions, Cdiv �
1/QDS, i.e. improving divertor e�ciency by reducing QDS

yields a linear increase in Cdiv. This can explain the in-

creased values of the compression ratio observed during

ECH discharges. Eq. (4) shows the danger in interpre-

ting Cdiv as a measure of QDS: a change in Cdiv could be

caused by a change in the wall pumping state in the

divertor, QD
wall. Practically one must consider recycling in

the main chamber also as it is di�cult to determine

conditions for the validity of QDS > �SS
rec ÿ QS

wall�.

6. Summary

Neutral particles are studied in DIII-D in relation to

the compression ratio and particle control. A survey of

DIII-D compression ratios reveals a range from P 1000

for low-density diverted plasmas to approximate unity

for inner-wall-limited plasmas. Typical compression ra-

tios for ELMing pu� and pump experiments are �150,

while normal ELMing H-mode plasmas have compres-

sions of �30±100. L-mode compressions are usually

higher. Measurements also show the walls switching

between being neutral gas sinks and neutral gas sources

during a discharge, an e�ect that is important for par-

ticle control.

With good wall conditioning, improved particle

control can be achieved as indicated by lower values of

ne/nGreenwald. To date the lowest ne/nGreenwald � 0.27 in

optimized upper-single null discharges, compared with

ne/nGreenwald � 0.22 in optimized lower-single null dis-

charges.

DIII-D compression ratio measurements can be

qualitatively compared with previously reported results

from Alcator C-Mod [3]. Divertor and midplane neutral

pressures in Alcator are typically 10±100 times those in

DIII-D. Compression ratios in Alcator were limited to

�70 by particle leakage out of the divertor plenum, but

were later increased to above 100 when the plenum leaks

were closed. Compression ratios tend to be lower with

lower densities in Alcator C-Mod [3,16], whereas the

highest compression ratios have been observed at the

lowest densities in DIII-D.
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